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A best-seller in the field of water and wastewater engineering and technology, this book provides

the fundamental principles and management practices in water technology. All major systems and

operations are covered concisely yet comprehensively.   Topics include: water processing, water

distribution, wastewater collection, wastewater treatment, sludge processing, and water reuse.

Introductory chapters provide a review of pertinent aspects of chemistry, biology, hydraulics and

hydrology, and water quality.   For those individuals in the field of sanitary technology and

engineering as well as those interested in the operation and maintenance of water and wastewater

facilities.
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Mark Hammer Sr., Emeritus Professor of Civil Engineering, is a writer of Environmental Engineering

publications in the United States and Saudi Arabia. During his long tenure as a professor at the

University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Dr. Hammer also served as the Director of the Environmental

Protection Agency Grant in Water Quality Control. Professor Hammer has taught at the King Fahd

and King Abdulaziz Universities in Saudi Arabia where he conducted environmental engineering

research in addition to his teaching responsibilities  Â  Mark J. Hammer Sr. is an independent
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We used this text in a university class for the purposes of studying fundamental water and

wastewater treatment processes. Bottom line is there are a number of errors in this edition. Now,

errors are not necessarily a bad thing, if you can determine you are indeed seeing an error. This

sort of thing happens in text books all the time as well all know. Just realize that if you buy this book

you'll have to deal with the errors and from what I saw, unless you are very knowledgeable about

the subject or are being led by someone who is, this edition of this book will lead you into some

errors you'll never know are there. Maybe the 7th edition has been corrected, let's hope so anyway.

your product was in almost perfect condition, much better than your listing of good condition and it

also arrived in only three days. awesome job

Brand new book in great condition, so no complaints there. But if you are looking for a good book to

learn about wastewater technology, i think there are much better ones out there than this one.

Book is great and it covers all condensed material essential for water/wastwater/collection and

distribution system.

For the first time ordering an item off  it was easy. With this experience I will order again if the need

arises. The book was in good shape. Overall it was a good experience.

Some spots (maybe from grease or food) along the pages of the book, but overall quick delivery
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